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ABSTRACT

For integrated optical immunosensors, a much more reliable interpretation of the sensor output signal can be
achieved by introducing reference pads near the sensing pads, in order to separate specific from nonspecific
effects. The results of theoretical and experimental investigations are reported for immunosensors based on
measuring changes of the effective refractive index due to the binding of analyte molecules. The emphasis is
on the correction for variations of the light wavelength, the angle of incidence, and the temperature for
integrated optical grating coupler chips. Using the binding of rabbit immunoglobulin to immobilized protein
A as a regenerable model bioaffinity system, the influence of consecutive assay cycles on the two pads has
been investigated. Experiments have been performed using sensor chips consisting of TiO2 waveguiding films
on fused silica and on replicated polycarbonate substrates. © 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S1083-3668(97)00404-8]

Keywords integrated optical sensors; evanescent wave sensors; replicated integrated optical immunosen-
sors, on-chip referencing.
1 INTRODUCTION

Many evanescent wave sensors are based on moni-
toring effective index changes caused by the ad-
sorption of analyte molecules on the transducer.
The fabrication of sensing pads suitable for creating
a great variety of such miniature integrated optical
(IO) immunosensors with high sensitivities was re-
ported earlier.1 The sensing schemes are mainly
based on interferometry2–4 and on grating
couplers.1,5,6 However, the transfer of the highly
sensitive laboratory systems to sensors for practical
use is not straightforward, since the sensor output
signal is also strongly affected by nonspecific effects
and external disturbances, originating, for example,
from aging of chemical layers, changes in tempera-
ture, light wavelength, angle of incidence, and re-
agent refractive index.

In this paper, an approach is presented for
achieving more reliable interpretations of the sen-
sor output signals by introducing reference pads lo-
cated near the sensing pads of high-sensitivity grat-
ing coupler sensor chips. Results are reported for
fluctuations of the light wavelength, the angle of
incidence, and the temperature as important ex-
amples of nonspecific signal disturbances that are
relevant for many practical applications. Figure 1
shows two sensor types and the respective methods
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for accomplishing true on-chip referencing: (a) a
grating coupler sensor chip as an input or output
coupler7–9 and (b) a Mach–Zehnder interfer-
ometer.2,10 Experimental results are presented for
the referenced input grating coupler sensing
scheme [see Figure 1(a)] where a reference pad R is
located close to the sensing pad S . In Sec. 2, the
principles of referencing in a simple biochemical
model system, namely, the binding of rabbit immu-
noglobulin (r-IgG) to immobilized protein A, are
presented. Some fundamental theoretical and ex-
perimental aspects are described in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4,
experimental results obtained for high-sensitivity
sensors consisting of TiO2 films on fused silica
(SiO2) and on replicated polycarbonate (PC) sub-
strates are presented and discussed.

2 REFERENCING IN AN IMMUNOASSAY

Biochemical affinity assays are well suited for bio-
chemical and clinical analysis11 due to their excel-
lent specificity. Biochemical recognition elements,
such as antibodies, receptors, or enzymes are used
for selective detection of a target analyte among
hundreds or thousands of other substances. As a
simple biochemical model system for the sensing
pad development, the binding of rabbit immuno-
globulin (r-IgG) to immobilized protein A was cho-
sen. The system can be used as the basis for sand-
wich immunoassays, where IgG bound to protein A
acts as the primary antibody for the analyte.

1083-3668/97/$10.00 © 1997 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Examples of IO sensor types and possible arrangements of
sensing pads S and reference pads R. (a) Grating coupler sensor
chip. (b) Mach–Zehnder interferometer.
An advantage of using evanescent wave sensors
to detect effective refractive index changes of a
guided mode is that only binding events near the
transducer surface are detected. The labeling of
analytes with fluorescent or radioactive markers is
not necessary. High sensitivities of these sensors
can be obtained when the field amplitudes of the
guided modes are high in the sensing layer.12

Figure 2(a) shows schematically the transducer
response of an ideal immunoassay. The sensing
layer consists of two parts: protein A, immobilized
on the waveguide surface and acting as the recog-
nition element, and the IgG adsorbate element. A
typical assay cycle starts with an equilibration of
the sensor in buffer solution. Then, r-IgG analyte
solution is supplied for 10 to 30 min to the sensor,
depending on the analyte concentration. Before per-
forming the regeneration step, buffer solution is
supplied again for studying the dissociation of the
formed bioaffinity complexes. The regeneration
(not shown in Figure 2) removes the IgG without
removing the protein A, and without reducing the
functionality of the protein.

The transducer response of an assay disturbed by
external or nonspecific effects E1 and E2 is shown
schematically in Figure 2(b). The corresponding re-
sponse of the reference pad is shown in Figure 2(c).
The surface of the reference pad is passivated by
means of a reference layer to avoid binding of the
analyte. Consequently, in the ideal case, the refer-
ence pad does not respond to the supply of the ana-
lyte solution, but only to the nonspecific effects E1
and E2. Hence, the disturbed transducer response
of Figure 2(b) can be corrected by subtracting the
reference transducer response from the disturbed
sensing pad signal, yielding the ideal assay curve of
Figure 2(a), even for nonideal conditions.
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3 IMPORTANT THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

Figure 3 shows the grating coupler sensor chip con-
figuration used for performing the experiments.
The configuration is based on a multilayer system
consisting of a high refractive index waveguiding
film with thickness hf and refractive index nf on a

Fig. 2 Idealized transducer response for the binding of r-IgG to
immobilized protein A. (a) Ideal assay cycle. (b) Response of an
externally or nonspecifically disturbed assay. (c) Corresponding re-
sponse of the reference pad having no recognition elements.

Fig. 3 Grating coupler sensor chip in an input coupler sensing
scheme. na ,ns ,nf ,nc : refractive indices of ambient, substrate,
film, and cover medium, respectively; hg : grating depth; hf : film
thickness; hl : sensing layer thickness; L: grating periodicity; ui :
incident wave; u i : angle of incidence; um : guided wave.
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planar substrate with refractive index ns . The grat-
ing structures were fabricated by means of photoli-
thography and dry etching techniques into fused
silica substrates and by hot embossing into polycar-
bonate sheets by means of an Ni shim for replicated
plastic chips. The waveguides were fabricated by
depositing a thin TiO2 film onto the previously
structured substrates. The film deposition process
reproduces the grating structure, yielding a multi-
ply stacked grating. Details on fabrication and char-
acterization can be found in Refs. 13 and 14. The
recognition layer and the adsorbate layer form to-
gether the sensing layer with thickness hl and re-
fractive index nl . The cover medium is the aqueous
buffer solution. The waveguiding film thickness hf
is optimized for maximum sensitivity ]N/]hl ,1,12

for this sensor configuration. Here N denotes the
effective refractive index. Its dependence on the
waveguide parameters and on the sensing layer
thickness hl cannot be represented by an analytical
equation. Besides using commercial computer pro-
grams, some methods and useful expressions for
calculating N can be found in Refs. 12 and 15–17.

For preparing the sensing layer, the sensor chips
were first silanized in gas phase at room tempera-
ture. Then two adjacent regions on the grating,
separated by about 2 mm [see Figure 1(a)], were
prepared in different ways. Only the sensing region
S was incubated with protein A (1 mg/ml, molecu-
lar weight '41,000 Da) by applying a small drop
for 2 hr. In a next step, the chip was rinsed with
phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.2), containing
1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA, molecular
weight '67,500 Da) in a flow directed from the ref-
erence region R toward the sensing region S. This
step resulted in the formation of a BSA reference
layer and simultaneously in blocking of nonspecific
binding sites on the sensing pad. After the chip was
rinsed, it was mounted in the test cell, and BSA-
containing buffer solution was supplied for at least
another 30 min, for further blocking of the sensing
pad and completing the forming of the BSA refer-
ence layer. ‘‘Pollution’’ between the sensing and
reference pads was avoided by choosing the flow
direction always going from the reference pad to-
ward the sensing pad (Figure 4). All the solvents
and chemicals used for the experiments were ana-
lytical grade or chemically pure. Protein A and
r-IgG were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, Mis-
souri). All solutions, except for sensor regeneration
by glycine buffer, were prepared from one stock
buffer solution.

The performance of the sensor chips was tested in
an input grating coupler sensing scheme (Figure 3).
The grating was illuminated by a plane wave ui at
an angle of incidence u i measured in the ambient
medium with refractive index na51 (air). A guided
mode um is excited with maximum coupling effi-
ciency if the grating coupler resonance condition
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N5na sin~u i!1mgl/L (1)

is fulfilled, where mg is the grating diffraction or-
der, l denotes the wavelength of light in air, and L
is the periodicity of the grating.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4. The
sensor chip was mounted in the flow-through cell
with about a 20-ml sample volume, and fluid in-
and outlets. The collimated beam of a laser diode
(Sharp, LT026MD0, l5785.1 nm) was split into two
parallel beams uS and uR with an offset Dy
'2 mm, using a beamsplitter and a mirror. These
two input beams were multiplexed with a shutter
for achieving a quasi-simultaneous readout at the
two spots of the sensing pad S and of the reference
pad R [Figure 1(a)]. The resonance angle u i was ob-
tained by angular scans using a high-resolution
angle encoder (Heidenhain, RON 905, AWE 1024).
During the scans, the excited mode power was
measured by means of two fiber bundles connected
to a single photodetector and subsequent curve fit-
ting with a Lorentzian curve. The effective index N
was then calculated using Eq. (1). For practical rea-
sons, the results will be reported in terms of
changes Dhl in the sensing layer thickness hl . This
equivalent layer thickness hl is the numerical value
of a single layer model with nl(l5785 nm)51.45,
which yields the same effective index N as ob-
served in the experiment.1 The changes Dhl in the
sensing layer thickness correspond to an average
over a fractional monolayer of bound r-IgG.
Changes DG of the surface mass coverage G can be
calculated using hm58.5 nm for the thickness and
Gm55 ng/mm2 for the surface mass coverage of an
IgG monolayer3,18 adsorbed to the protein A layer
[see Eq. (4.2.1) in Ref. 1]:

DG5GmDhl /hm . (2)

In earlier experiments, a short-term resolution of
dG,1.2 pg/mm2 of the surface mass coverage G
was experimentally demonstrated for SiO2-based
sensor chips under stabilized laboratory
conditions.1 This value corresponds to a resolution
of dN,9.131027 of the effective refractive index

Fig. 4 Experimental setup for referenced input grating coupler
measurements.
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N . Table 1 summarizes the tolerances for stabiliza-
tion to reach this sensitivity for three distinct exter-
nal disturbances, namely, for variations of the chip
temperature T , the light wavelength l, and the
angle of incidence u i , if no referencing is used. Cal-
culations have shown that a stabilization of the sen-
sor chip and of all reagents to better than 0.015 °C
for PC-based sensor chips and to better than
0.024 °C for SiO2-based sensor chips is required for
obtaining such high resolution.8 The tolerance for
the wavelength stabilization was calculated for the
same waveguide structures by regarding the mate-
rials dispersion. The values for the angle-of-
incidence stabilization tolerances result directly
from Eq. (1) for u i50 deg.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

4.1 SENSING PAD PERFORMANCE

Figure 5 shows the variations in the sensing pad
equivalent thickness for one cycle of an immunoas-
say, including a regeneration step. The results were
obtained for a fused silica-based sensor chip in Fig-
ure 5(a) (ns51.4536) with a TiO2 waveguiding film
(nf52.3490, hf5159.6 nm) and a grating periodicity
L5456.0 nm. The same experiments have been per-
formed for a second type of sensor chip based on
replicated polycarbonate substrates and coated
with a waveguiding TiO2 film using the same low-
temperature deposition process14 [Figure 5(b)]. The
sensor chip data were ns51.571 for the refractive
index of the PC substrate, and nf52.3462, hf
5137.0 nm for the refractive index and the thick-
ness of the TiO2 waveguiding film, respectively.
The grating periodicity was L5451.2 nm. The grat-
ing depth of both chips was hg'5 nm, as measured
by atomic force microscopy.

At the beginning of the assay, buffer solution was
pumped through the cell at a flow rate of 1 ml/min.
In the following step, the sample solution (analyte)
containing 1028 M r-IgG was supplied to the sensor
for about 27 min, resulting in an equivalent adsor-
bate layer increase of 5470 and 6850 pm for the
SiO2- and PC-based sensor chips, respectively. Us-
ing an exponential fitting curve, according to the
Langmuir theory, an extrapolated saturation value

Table 1 Stabilization tolerances to reach a resolution dG
,1.2 pg/mm2 for high-sensitivity TiO2 sensor chips based on rep-
licated PC or SiO2 substrates (without referencing).

Variations
in

PC-based
sensor chips

SiO2-based
sensor chips

Temperature dT,0.015°C dT,0.024°C

Light wavelength dl,1.031023 nm dl,9.531024 nm

Angle of incidence du i,5.231025 deg du i,5.231025 deg
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of about 6500 and 7000 pm for the two sensor types
was calculated, which corresponded to more than
three quarters of a monolayer of adsorbed r-IgG.1

Generally, this saturation value for the first assay
cycle of a sensor chip varied between about 5000
and 7000 pm (0.6 to 0.8 of a saturated monolayer)
for different sensor chips, independent of the sub-
strate material. The reasons for these variations are
being investigated by atomic force microscopy
measurements of the sensing layer. After buffer so-
lution was supplied for about 8 min, the regenera-
tion solution (glycine at pH 3.4) was supplied to the
sensor for about 7 min (all at a flow rate of 1 ml/
min). During this period, no transducer response
was shown because it is mainly caused by a change
in the bulk refractive index due to the supply of the
regeneration solution; therefore the direction of the
very fast signal change is only dependent on slight
variations of the composition of the solution.

As Figure 5 clearly demonstrates, both sensor
chip types exhibited essentially the same behavior
and performance. Some differences exist in the tem-
perature dependence, which was 1.6 times larger
for the PC-based sensor chips than for the
SiO2-based sensor chips,8 and in the slightly smaller
resolution of the plastic chips due to a 15% lower
sensitivity ]N/]hl .12

In Figure 5(b), the baseline was slightly higher at
the end of the assay than at the beginning. Without
referencing, it is difficult to find out whether this
decrease is an effect that originates from changed

Fig. 5 Sensing layer thickness variations of an immunoassay with
a regeneration step. Results obtained for a fused silica- (a) and
polycarbonate- (b) based sensor chip. Measurements performed at
l5785.1 nm, TM0 mode.
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Fig. 6 (a) Variation of the room temperature and resulting (appar-
ent) sensing and reference layer thickness variations for a repli-
cated polycarbonate sensor chip during six consecutive cycles of
an immunoassay with a regeneration step. (b) Apparent thickness
variations D h̃ l

S(j) and D h̃ l
R(s) of the sensing and reference pad,

respectively. (c) Calculated equivalent thickness variation Dhl
5D h̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R .
sensing layer properties or from external distur-
bances. Therefore the quantity determined in a non-
referenced assay is not the real one, but an apparent
thickness h̃ l of the sensing layer. This is particularly
relevant when the experiments are performed un-
der conditions that are not well controlled (e.g.,
varying room temperature, light wavelength, or
angle of incidence).

4.2 REFERENCING FOR THE TEMPERATURE
EFFECT

The effect of temperature variations on the perfor-
mance of IO sensor chips has been investigated.
Figure 6 shows the results when the room tempera-
ture was varied during the experiment as given in
Figure 6(a). Furthermore, the temperature of the re-
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agents was slightly higher than the room tempera-
ture at the beginning of the measurement.

Figure 6(b) shows the apparent thickness varia-
tions D h̃ l

S and D h̃ l
R of the sensing and the reference

pads, respectively, for six consecutive cycles of an
immunoassay. For t50, the apparent thickness
variations D h̃ l

S and D h̃ l
R were set to zero. The re-

sults were obtained for another replicated PC sen-
sor chip. The sensor chip data were nf52.3492, hf
5150.2 nm for the refractive index and the thick-
ness of the TiO2 waveguiding film, respectively.
The grating periodicity was L5451.1 nm. The
sample solution supply, containing again 1028 M
r−IgG, resulted in an equivalent adsorbate layer in-
crease of about 1400 pm for the first 20 min while
an equivalent change of less than 100 pm was ob-
served on the reference pad. The adsorbate layer
increases of the sensing pad were smaller than
those shown in Figure 5 because the assay cycles
were not the first cycles performed with this sensor
chip (see also Sec. 4.5).

The nonconstant room temperature influenced
the temperature of the sensor chip and the reagents,
which led to an apparent thickness variation of the
baselines of the sensing and the reference pad [Fig-
ure 6(b)]. The response of the reference pad was
used to compensate for the disturbance by the tem-
perature effect. Figure 6(c) shows the corrected
equivalent thickness variation Dhl5D h̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R of

the sensing layer. As can be clearly seen, the base-
line is now very stable during the first two assay
cycles and during the last four cycles.

In analogy to the term ‘‘common mode rejection
ratio’’ (CMRR) often used to describe the perfor-
mance of electronic operational amplifiers, a ‘‘base-
line ripple rejection ratio’’

BRRR5DNn /DNr (3)

is an adequate quantity to characterize the perfor-
mance of IO sensor chips with on-chip
referencing.19 Here, DNn and DNr denote the base-
line variation (ripple) of the effective refractive in-
dex N due to temperature effects for nonreferenced
and referenced operations, respectively. Using this
definition, the results obtained in Figure 6 can be
summarized by stating that a BRRR'10 was
achieved. For the same type of sensor chips, but
without any additional sensing layer, a BRRR'30
was reported earlier in Ref. 8. The smaller value for
the BRRR achieved in this experiment is probably
caused by the asymmetry between the sensing and
the reference pad. As an example, temperature
variations will induce changes in the sensing and
reference layer refractive index and in its thickness,
an effect that is not exactly the same for the sensing
and reference pad in its present form. As can be
seen in Figure 6(c), the sensing layer showed an
equivalent thickness increase of about 100 pm dur-
ing the second assay. The reason for this increase is
395NAL OF BIOMEDICAL OPTICS d OCTOBER 1997 d VOL. 2 NO. 4
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Fig. 7 (a) Wavelength variation of the laser diode. (b) Resulting
apparent thickness variations D h̃ l

S(j) and D h̃ l
R(s) of the sensing

and reference pad, respectively. (d) Calculated equivalent thick-
ness variation Dh̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R for a replicated polycarbonate sensor

chip during a buffer sequence.
not known. However, this demonstrates that on-
chip referencing provides not only the possibility to
compensate for the temperature effect but also al-
lows specific sensing layer properties to be investi-
gated in detail.

As mentioned in Sec. 3, a stabilization of the sen-
sor chip and of all reagents to better than 0.015°C
for PC-based sensor chips and to better than
0.024°C for SiO2-based sensor chips is required to
obtain a resolution of dG51.2 pg/mm2. The experi-
mental results reported here demonstrate that the
approach of placing reference pads close to sensing
pads leads to a markedly relaxed need for tempera-
ture stabilization of about 0.13°C for PC-based sen-
sor chips and 0.21°C for SiO2-based sensor chips
because only the temperature gradient between the
sensing and the reference pad is important, and not
the absolute temperature.

4.3 REFERENCING FOR THE WAVELENGTH
EFFECT

Another external effect that affects the performance
of IO sensor chips is the disturbance by an unstable
detection wavelength l. Since the effective index N
directly depends on the wavelength, any variations
Dl of the wavelength induce variations DN of the
effective index.

In Figure 7, the transducer response is presented
for periodic wavelength variations between l
5785.9 and l5785.1 nm [Figure 7(a)] during a
buffer sequence. The wavelength changes were in-
duced by switching the case temperature of the la-
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ser diode between 25.0 and 27.5°C, forcing a mode
hop of the laser to the next longitudinal mode. Both
apparent thickness variations D h̃ l

S(j) of the sens-
ing pad and D h̃ l

R(s) of the reference pad were ar-
bitrarily set to 2800 pm for t50. The calculated
equivalent thickness variation D h̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R(d) re-

veals a remarkable BRRR of about 350!
Since the laser diode exhibits a wavelength varia-

tion of about 0.06 nm/°C in a mode hop-free region
(which typically corresponds to about a 2 to 4°C
temperature variation for the type of lasers used in
the experiments), on-chip referencing leads to
markedly relaxed tolerances for the laser tempera-
ture stabilization or even eliminates the need for
any stabilization.

In the following paragraphs, experiments are de-
scribed in which these large disturbances were ap-
plied to the sensor while performing a real assay
cycle. The immunoassay cycle presented in Figure
8(b) was the first cycle of a whole series performed
with the same sensor chip used for the experiments
reported in Sec. 4.2.

Figure 8(b) shows the resulting apparent thick-
ness variations D h̃ l

S and D h̃ l
R of the sensing and the

reference pads, respectively. The nonconstant
wavelength led to variations of the effective refrac-
tive index N of the sensor chip and hence to an
apparent thickness variation of the baselines of the
sensing and the reference pad [Figure 8(b)]. Figure
8(c) shows the corrected equivalent thickness varia-
tion Dhl5D h̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R of the sensing layer. The effect

of a not perfectly flat baseline before the analyte
supply and of the baseline drop after the regenera-
tion step is discussed in Sec. 4.5. As Figure 8(c)
clearly demonstrates, a smooth transducer response
curve is obtained in a real experiment even under
extremely adverse conditions.

4.4 REFERENCING FOR THE ANGLE-OF-
INCIDENCE EFFECT

Another external disturbance is the effect of an un-
stable autocollimation angle of the sensor chip due
to instabilities of the mechanical setup. This insta-
bility leads to angle-of-incidence variations. Nor-
mally, this effect is corrected by averaging the
angles of incidence for waveguide modes propagat-
ing in opposite directions in the waveguide. Hence,
for obtaining a corrected value for the angle of in-
cidence u i , two angular scans with opposite signs
have to be performed. In order to follow fast signal
changes, or to improve the quasi-simultaneous
readout at the two pads, performance of only one
scan is highly desired.

In investigating the influence of variations of the
autocollimation angle, results are reported for ex-
periments in which only a single scan was per-
formed to obtain the angle of incidence. In Figure 9,
the transducer response is presented for autocolli-
mation angle variations during a buffer sequence.
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Fig. 8 (a) Wavelength variation of the laser diode and resulting
(apparent) sensing and reference layer thickness variations for a
replicated polycarbonate sensor chip during one cycle of the immu-
noassay with a regeneration step. (b) Apparent thickness variations
D h̃ l

S(j) and D h̃ l
R(s) of the sensing and reference pad, respec-

tively. (c) Calculated equivalent thickness variation Dhl5

Dh̃ l
S2D h̃ l

R .
Both apparent thickness variations D h̃ l
S (j) of the

sensing pad and D h̃ l
R (s) of the reference pad were

arbitrarily set to 500 pm for t50.
In this experiment, the calculated equivalent

thickness variation D h̃ l
S2D h̃ l

R (d) corresponds to a
BRRR of about 100. Hence, the immunity against
mechanical disturbances is significantly enhanced
to a tolerance of du i , 5.2 3 1023 deg ( 5 18.7 arc
seconds).

While performing an assay cycle with the same
chip, the autocollimation angle of the experimental
setup was deliberately disadjusted as plotted in
Figure 10(a). Figure 10(b) shows the resulting ap-
parent thickness variations D h̃ l

S and D h̃ l
R of the

sensing and the reference pads, respectively. The
nonconstant autocollimation angle led to incorrect
values for the angle of incidence u i , yielding appar-
JOUR
ent variations of the sensing layer thickness [ac-
cording to Eq. (1)]. Figure 10(c) shows the corrected
equivalent thickness variation Dhl5D h̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R of

the sensing layer, clearly demonstrating that a
smooth transducer response curve is obtained even
for a very unstable angle of incidence.

4.5 CONSECUTIVE ASSAY CYCLES

The influence of consecutive assay cycles on the
two pads has been investigated in a series of repeti-
tive experiments. Figure 11(a) shows the apparent
thickness variations D h̃ l

S and D h̃ l
R of the sensing

and the reference pads, respectively, for another
replicated PC sensor chip but with the same chip
data as given in Sec. 4.2. In Figure 11(b), the cor-
rected equivalent thickness variations Dhl are pre-
sented. During the first two cycles, 1028 M r-IgG
was supplied to the sensor; then the analyte con-
centration was alternated between 1028 and
1029 M . In each cycle, the analyte was supplied for
20 min, and the duration of a full cycle, including
regeneration, was about 33 min. The equivalent in-
crease of the surface coverage by bound r-IgG after
the association step dropped to about one fifth after
31 cycles over a measuring period of 17 hr and a
total amount of about 1200 ml reagent solution sup-
plied to the sensor. Supplying less aggressive re-

Fig. 9 (a) Autocollimation angle variation. (b) Resulting apparent
thickness variations D h̃ l

S(j) and D h̃ l
R(s) of the sensing and refer-

ence pad, respectively. Calculated equivalent thickness variation
Dh̃ l

S2D h̃ l
R(d) for a replicated polycarbonate sensor chip during a

buffer sequence.
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Fig. 10 (a) Autocollimation angle variation and resulting (appar-
ent) sensing and reference layer thickness variations for a repli-
cated polycarbonate sensor chip during one cycle of the immu-
noassay with a regeneration step. (b) Apparent thickness variations
D h̃ l

S(j) and D h̃ l
R(s) of the sensing and reference pad, respec-

tively. (c) Calculated equivalent thickness variation Dhl5

Dh̃ l
S2D h̃ l

R .
generation solution at higher pH may improve this
signal reduction. The marked drop of the baseline
during the first four consecutive assay cycles is
probably due to removed protein A [see Figure
11(b) and Figure 8(c)]. It was also observed [see Fig-
ure 8(c)] that the baseline slightly decreased before
the sensor was regenerated for the first time. The
reason for this effect is probably some protein A
that was not properly immobilized and therefore
slowly washed away when buffer was supplied for
the first time.

As can be seen in Figure 11(a), the functionality of
the sensing and the reference pads is still excellent
after this long measuring period: even the 1029 M
r-IgG analyte supply yields a transducer response
that is more than two orders of magnitude larger
than the resolution of the experimental setup [see
inset in Figure 11(b)].
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4.6 ADVANTAGES OF ON-CHIP
REFERENCING

The experimental results reported in this section
demonstrate that placing reference pads close to
sensing pads leads to markedly relaxed tolerances
for stabilization, and allows the study of specific
sensing layer properties in more detail. The relaxed
stabilization requirements are important for the de-
velopment of sensor systems for practical applica-
tions. Furthermore, the high resolution can be
maintained over a prolonged duration, yielding an
improved detection limit.

Table 2 summarizes the stabilization tolerances
for the experiments and sensor chips presented in
this paper. Although the reference pad was not op-
timized for this type of experiment, a marked im-
provement was clearly achieved by on-chip refer-
encing. Even more relaxed tolerances can be
expected when more effort is taken to develop ref-
erence pads that minimize the asymmetry to the
sensing pad with respect to the dominant distur-
bance.

Fig. 11 Sensing and reference layer thickness variations for a rep-
licated polycarbonate sensor chip during 31 cycles of an immu-
noassay with a regeneration step. (a) Apparent thickness variations
D h̃ l

S(j) and D h̃ l
R(s) of the sensing S and reference pad R, respec-

tively. (b) Calculated equivalent thickness variation Dhl5

Dh̃ l
S2D h̃ l

R(d). The inset in (b) shows a detailed view for t511
to 17 hr.
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Table 2 Comparison of stabilization tolerances to reach a resolution dG,1.2 pg/mm2 for TiO2 sensor chips based on replicated PC or
SiO2 substrates, without and with referencing.

Variations in

Without referencing With on-chip referencing

PC chips SiO2 chips PC chips SiO2 chips

Temperature dT,0.015°C dT,0.024°C dT,0.13°C dT,0.21°C

Light wavelength dl,1.031023 nm dl,9.531024 nm dl,0.35 nm dl,0.33 nm

Angle of incidence du i,5.231025 deg du i,5.231025 deg du i,5.231023 deg du i,5.231023 deg
5 CONCLUSIONS

An experimental setup and a procedure for per-
forming on-chip referencing experiments has been
presented. The usefulness of placing reference pads
close to sensing pads was rendered obvious for
compensating for variations of the temperature, the
wavelength, and the angle of incidence of a simple
immunoassay model system.

For the temperature effect, the improvement in
baseline stability relaxes the tolerances for tempera-
ture stabilization of the sensor and all the liquids
supplied to the test cell by a factor of about 10 be-
cause only the temperature gradient between the
sensing and reference pad is important and no
longer the absolute temperature. The reason this
factor is not larger lies probably in the asymmetry
of the thermal properties of the actual sensing and
reference pads. For the wavelength and angle-of-
incidence effect, large baseline ripple rejection ra-
tios of about 350 and 100 were achieved, respec-
tively. The experiments have impressively shown
that if on-chip referencing is used, clean and
smooth shapes of the assay curves can be obtained
even for assay cycles performed under adverse con-
ditions.

Experiments with consecutive assay cycles
showed that the functionality of the sensing and the
reference pads remains excellent for more than 30
cycles and a measuring period of 1 day. Even after
this time, the supply of 1029 M r-IgG analyte yields
a transducer response that is well defined and far
above the detection limit.

In all experiments, no significant differences for
polycarbonate-based sensor chips compared to
fused silica sensor chips were found. Replicated
polycarbonate sensor chips, which can be mass pro-
duced at low cost, are thus suitable for creating
miniature sensor modules for applications requir-
ing high-performance disposable chips.

The experimental results clearly demonstrate that
on-chip referencing is essential for practical sensors
with high sensitivity for compensating or correcting
for external disturbances and nonspecific effects.
On-chip referencing also allows specific sensing
layer properties to be investigated, for example, in-
stabilities of (bio-)chemical layers.
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